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About This Game

" I hope that you know me, but this is not important. I've been wanting to do away with you..."
This phrase - the beginning of a huge story!

You don't know, where you are and you don't know this man, but your first purpose - to find it.

This game is a indie first-person shooter, with an intricate story that happened to one person, this person is the main character
and you will find yourself in his shoes. You must have a good reaction to dodge lasers, many traps and kill your enemies, and do
not forget about your main objective: to get to the menacing stranger to you. Though it may seem easy to some, but in reality it
is not. The main character, and not only he, but also you want to as quickly as possible to wait the moment when you will be in

front of one you wanted to see.
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Strange game, for amateur. This game is loud, obnoxious, terribly made, laggy, badly designed, and a very poor experience. One
of the hardest games I've ever played, it makes 'I want to be the guy' look easy. Play it on hard for a truly masochistic
experience! When Steam is but a footnote in history, this game will live on and love on through our tears.. this game gave me
cancer. I actually barely have words for this game.
You know what, ♥♥♥♥ that, I have tons of words.
First off, ♥♥♥♥ this game.
Second off, ♥♥♥♥ this game.
This game is made in Unity. What the ♥♥♥♥, man?
The game physics are practically non existant. The game mechanics are unlike anything I've ever seen. It's actually horrible, oh
man, time to dodge more bear traps and lasers. The traps aren't fun or engaging or innovative, it's the same BORING
REHASHED♥♥♥♥♥♥over and over. Oh look, MORE BEAR TRAPS.
The voice acting is terrible (and russian, go figure.)
This game isn't even worth 3.00 dollars. This game isn't even worth $0.50.
I would ACTUALLY rather play bad rats. This is just torture. MORE BEAR TRAPS.
The CIA should force guantanamo bay inmates to play this game to extract information. They'll be begging to snitch in 10
minutes or your money back, guaranteed. MORE BEAR TRAPS. MORE LASERS.

Overall I gave it a 9/510. Poorly made and incredibly frustrating. This is all around awful. There's just nothing good I can say
for it.. Unplayable game like those buggy games made by college students for turning in their homework.. Okay seriously? This
game just.... is awful. Movement is awful, FPS is awful, audio quality is awful, why not just put a dang nuke into the place, cuz
you have enough bear traps to get the equivelant damage, annoying, awful hud, jumping is sloppy, poor control of screen
resolution, unable to toggle windowed mode manually. I so am going to play this one day for Youtube

tl:dr awful, do not waste your time or hdd space
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This game is really bad. Well who would have guessed right ?. this game is bad ...
i got past the platform part, which actually was the most interesting part in the whole game ... BUT you cannot play this with a
regular keyboard... i had to switch my keyboard into turbo mode (i have a ducky mechanical keyboard) so your jumps always
work and you can take high jumps too which are very necessary...

but the part after the jumps, where the robots come in, it's just totally bullcrap... it's again lasers and traps, and those little
robotic spiders hunt you down and you can't do nothing against them... and as soon as they get to you your character loses
control, starts to turn around and stuff like that and you just die .. you can't run away from them because you need to go into a
room with only one door to deactivate a shield; then those spiders come from the other side of the lasershield where you have to
go to... so you need to go into the hall where they are coming from, without any escape possibility... so you re just running into
your death... you could try to run back a little through the field of bearclaws and lasers, but they only hit you and the
mechaspiders (which are only 1ft high) are not hit by either of those... so that won't help either...

also, at this part of the game something is spoken in russian without english text translation, the text now is russian only too...
nice...

this game should not be on steam if you ask me...
it's far from finished... it should contain more of the jumping part and should work without having to enable my turbo mode so
any one can enjoy it.... and the lasers/claws need to be a lot less, a hell of a lot less.... If you are a fan of Player's Unknown
Battlegrounds...
This game is not that.. This game isn't worth 2 euros. Hell, it's not even a game.
It's one of the most frustrating experiences I've ever had.

The jump feature is clunky when it decides to work. Frequently getting stuck behind pipes because the character model size is
unknown doesn't help when there's lasers right next to you. Whenever you get hit by one laser (or ten traps, because the game
sometimes throws too many in a certain area, especially on 'average' mode) you go straight back to an unfair checkpoint. The
HP and stamina bars are in a weird position and the graphics are incredibly bad. The game sometimes even throws away the
graphics completely, or chooses to have a completely black surrounding.

I didn't get to the shooting part during the hour I played it, making me believe there is no shooting at all, unless the part with the
robotic spiders requires a gun, in which case, the game does a terrible job at telling me there is a gun in the storage room.
Nothing is decent about this game, and it isn't worth any money.. I cannot, for the life of me, figure out under what
circumstances exactly the jump key will actually make you jump.. Suck my nonoSpot. AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH. im not even going attempt to process what i just
saw. Press SHIFT to run:
"SPRINT"
"DEAD"
Worst game ever and its all laggy, the jump button doesn´t even work. THE WORST GAME DO NOT GET, IF YOU GOT
FOR FREE DONT EVEN INSTALL JUST ASK STEAM TO REMOVE FROM ACCOUNT. YES IT IS THAT BAD
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